Introduction {#s0005}
============

The human electroencephalogram (EEG) and magnetoencephalogram (MEG) largely reflect synchronous changes of slow postsynaptic potentials occurring within a large number of similarly oriented cortical pyramidal neurons ([@bb0330]). Brisk sensory, motor or cognitive events can elicit transient changes in the ongoing EEG activity. Such changes are commonly detected as event-related potentials (ERPs) that are both time-locked and phase-locked to the stimulus onset ([@bb0305; @bb0350]). The same events can also induce non-phase-locked modulations of ongoing oscillatory EEG activity, consisting in transient decreases (event-related desynchronization, ERD) or increases (event-related synchronization, ERS) of EEG power, usually confined to a specific frequency band. The functional significance of ERD and ERS differs according to the frequency band in which they occur. For example, within the alpha band (frequencies ranging from 8 to 12 Hz) ERD and ERS have been suggested to reflect cortical activation and cortical deactivation, respectively (reviewed in [@bb0350]). In contrast, ERS in the gamma band (frequencies \> 30 Hz) has been suggested to reflect the formation of transient cortical assemblies and thus to play a role in cortical integration ([@bb0400; @bb0420]).

Similarly to ERPs, the magnitude of ERD/ERS is often several factors smaller than the magnitude of the background EEG activity ([@bb0140]). To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ERD/ERS, across-trial averaging of time-frequency decompositions ([@bb0350]) is the most widely used approach. This approach is based on the expression of signal power within a specific frequency band of interest, as a function of time, or the joint time-frequency distribution (TFD) of the power changes obtained using different approaches, like the windowed Fourier transform or the continuous wavelet transform ([@bb0305]). Unfortunately, all the dynamic information concerning across-trial variability of ERP/ERD/ERS is lost by this across-trial averaging procedure ([@bb0305]). This variability may reflect important factors such as changes in stimulus intensity, habituation ([@bb0175; @bb0335; @bb0415]), as well as fluctuations in vigilance, expectation, task complexity, and emotional or attentional status ([@bb0320; @bb0360]). The availability of robust signal processing techniques that can quantify latency, frequency, and magnitude of stimulus-induced oscillations in single-trials would allow exploring such physiologically-relevant information in a range of analyses. These include within-subject statistical comparisons, correlation with pre-stimulus features, integration of simultaneously-recorded EEG and functional magnetic resonance imaging data (fMRI) ([@bb0075]).

A variety of advanced methods for single-trial analysis of phase-locked ERPs have been proposed ([@bb0010; @bb0015; @bb0140; @bb0155; @bb0225; @bb0275; @bb0280; @bb0365; @bb0370; @bb0375; @bb0385; @bb0390; @bb0425; @bb0430]). An important step to improve the effectiveness of extracting single-trial information is enhancing the low SNR of ERPs. This can be obtained by exploiting the spatial information of multielectrode EEG recordings using spatial-temporal filtering based on blind source separation (BSS) methods (e.g., independent component analysis \[ICA\] and second-order blind identification) to isolate stimulus-related responses from background EEG ([@bb0035; @bb0165; @bb0170; @bb0225; @bb0265; @bb0425]). Time-frequency filtering based, for example, on a continuous or discrete wavelet transform ([@bb0140; @bb0155; @bb0220; @bb0315; @bb0385; @bb0390]) can also be used to isolate effectively stimulus-related, phase-locked responses from background EEG and non-cerebral artefacts. In a previous study aiming at measuring single-trial ERP features, [@bb0280] suggested the use of a multiple linear regression method to estimate ERP latencies and amplitudes. This approach was later extended by including a dispersion term to increase the accuracy and the number of estimated features ([@bb0130]). Importantly, most of the available single-trial analysis methods were developed to estimate stimulus-evoked phase-locked responses in the time domain (i.e., ERPs). Therefore, these methods are entirely blind to stimulus-induced non-phase-locked modulations of ongoing EEG oscillations (i.e., ERD and ERS). Extending these approaches to explore the dynamic information of stimulus-induced non-phase-locked activity at a single-trial level constitutes the objective of the present study.

Laser-evoked potentials (LEPs) are considered the best tool to assess the function of nociceptive pathways, and are widely used in both physiological and clinical studies (e.g., [@bb0045; @bb0070; @bb0185]). When applied onto the skin, brief laser heat pulses excite selectively Aδ and C fibre free nerve endings in the superficial epidermal layers without coactivating Aβ mechanoreceptors ([@bb0040; @bb0060]), and EEG responses have been shown to be related to the activation of the spinothalamic tract ([@bb0190; @bb0435]). Latency, amplitude and morphology of LEPs exhibit an especially high across-trial variability ([@bb0130; @bb0195; @bb0380]), most probably due to a unique combination of peripheral (e.g., time-dependent fluctuations in baseline skin temperature, variability in the number of activated nociceptive fibres, variability in conduction velocity resulting in differences in the spatial summation at central synapses) and cognitive factors (e.g., fluctuations in vigilance, attentional focus and task strategy) ([@bb0020; @bb0250; @bb0255]). Therefore, laser-evoked EEG responses, adopted in the current study, represent an interesting model to develop novel approaches to estimate time-frequency features at single-trial level, with potential applications for basic and clinical research.

We describe a novel approach to measure different parameters (latency, frequency, and magnitude) of non-phase-locked time-frequency responses in single trials. Briefly, this approach consists of two steps. First, we used a principal component analysis (PCA) decomposition with Varimax rotation to isolate different response features (i.e., ERP, ERD and ERS) from single-trial TFDs in the time-frequency domain. Second, we used a time-frequency multiple linear regression with a dispersion term (TF-MLR~d~) to estimate latency, frequency and magnitude of ERP, ERD and ERS in each single trial. To validate our approach, we applied it to both real and simulated EEG datasets.

Methods {#s0010}
=======

Subjects, experimental paradigm and EEG recording {#s0025}
-------------------------------------------------

EEG data were collected from ten healthy volunteers (4 females) aged from 22 to 36 years (29.7 ± 4.6, mean ± SD). All participants gave written informed consent, and the local ethics committee approved the procedures.

Noxious radiant-heat stimuli were generated by an infrared neodymium yttrium aluminium perovskite (Nd:YAP) laser with a wavelength of 1.34 μm (Electronical Engineering, Italy). These laser pulses activate directly nociceptive terminals in superficial skin layers ([@bb0020; @bb0200]). Laser pulses were directed to the dorsum of the right hand and a He--Ne laser pointed to the area to be stimulated. The laser pulse was transmitted via an optic fibre and focused by lenses to a spot diameter of approximately 7 mm (38 mm^2^) at the target site. The duration of the laser pulses was 4 ms. Three different energies of stimulation were used (E1: 3.5 ± 0.7 J; E2: 4 ± 0.8 J; E3: 4.5 ± 0.7 J). With these parameters laser pulses elicit a clear pinprick sensation, related to the activation of Aδ skin nociceptors ([@bb0200]) and result in subjective reports of a range of perceived intensities. After each stimulus, the laser beam target was shifted by approximately 10 mm in a random direction, to avoid nociceptor fatigue and sensitization. The laser beam was controlled by a computer that used two servo-motors (HS-422; Hitec RCD, USA; angular speed, 60°/160 ms) to orient it along two perpendicular axes ([@bb0250]).

EEG data were collected in three recording blocks with different stimulus energies, which were counterbalanced across subjects. Participants were seated in a comfortable chair and wore protective goggles. They were asked to focus their attention on the stimuli, relax their muscles and keep their eyes open and gaze slightly downward. Acoustic isolation was ensured using earplugs and headphones. Both the laser beam and the controlling motors were completely screened from the view of the participants. The experiment consisted of three blocks of 60 trials, with an inter-stimulus interval ranging between 20 and 25 s. Between 3 and 6 s after each stimulus, participants were asked to rate verbally the intensity of the sensation evoked by the stimulus, using a numerical scale ranging from 0 to 10, where 0 was "no pain" and 10 was "pain as bad as it could be" ([@bb0210]).

The EEG was recorded using 32 Ag--AgCl electrodes placed on the scalp according to the International 10--20 system, using the nose as reference. Electrode impedances were kept \< 5 kΩ. To monitor ocular movements and eye blinks, electro-oculographic (EOG) signals were simultaneously recorded from two surface electrodes, one placed over the lower eyelid, the other placed 1 cm lateral to the outer corner of the orbit. Signals were amplified and digitized using a sampling rate of 1024 Hz and a precision of 12 bits, giving a resolution of 0.195 μV digit^− 1^ (System Plus; Micromed, Italy).

EEG data preprocessing {#s0030}
----------------------

EEG data were imported and preprocessed using Letswave (<http://nocions.webnode.com/letswave/>), and EEGLAB ([@bb0085]), an open source toolbox running under the MATLAB environment. All statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).

Continuous EEG data were down-sampled to 500 Hz and band-pass filtered between 1 and 30 Hz. EEG epochs were extracted using a window analysis time of 1500 ms (500 ms before and 1000 ms after the laser stimulus) and baseline corrected using the pre-stimulus time interval. To test the possible bias in the automated single-trial detection method, the same number of trials of resting EEG (4000 ms to 2500 ms pre-stimulus) were extracted from the dataset of each subject.

Trials contaminated by eye-blinks and movements were corrected using an ICA algorithm ([@bb0085; @bb0225; @bb0265]). EEG epochs were then visually inspected and trials contaminated by artefacts due to gross movements were removed. In all datasets, individual eye movements, showing a large EOG channel contribution and a frontal scalp distribution, were clearly seen in the removed independent components.

After these pre-processing steps, 58 ± 2 epochs remained for the automated analysis for each subject (577 for all subjects). Similarly, 58 ± 2 epochs of resting EEG were kept for testing detection bias.

EEG data analysis: time-frequency feature (TF-feature) separation {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

A time-frequency distribution of each single EEG epoch was calculated using the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) ([@bb0300; @bb0305]). The explored frequencies ranged from 1 to 30 Hz in steps of 1 Hz, and the explored latencies between − 500 and 1000 ms in steps of 2 ms. For each estimated frequency, the magnitude of the power spectrum was baseline-corrected by subtracting the average power of the signal in the time-interval between − 400 and − 100 ms, which avoids the positive bias introduced by the percentage approach ([@bb0150]). The result of CWT is an expression of the oscillation magnitude (in μV) as a function of time and frequency, including both phase-locked (ERP) and non-phase-locked (ERD/ERS) brain responses ([@bb0275; @bb0305]). To distinguish between phase-locked and non-phase-locked EEG responses, we calculated, in each subject, the phase-locking value (PLV; [@bb0245]), as follows:$$PLV\left( {t,f} \right) = \left| {\frac{1}{N}{\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N}\frac{F_{n}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\left| {F_{n}\left( {t,f} \right)} \right|}}} \right|$$where *N* is the number of trials, and *F*(*t*,*f*) is the complex time-frequency estimate at each point (*t*,*f*) of the single-trial EEG time course.

### PCA separation {#s0040}

In order to separate physiologically relevant TF-features (i.e., ERP, ERD, and ERS) within the TFDs of single-trial laser-evoked EEG responses measured from Cz-nose, we performed a PCA decomposition with Varimax rotation ([@bb0030; @bb0095; @bb0240]), as successfully implemented in several recent studies ([@bb0025; @bb0030; @bb0275]). This approach allows the separation of physiologically distinct EEG activities that are contained in the time-frequency plane. The procedure of PCA with Varimax rotation consists in the following five steps (summarized in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bb0030; @bb0275]).(1)*Data concentration*. The TFD of each single trial was re-arranged as a vector, and all vectors from all single trials across all subjects were stacked sequentially to form a single matrix. In this study, we re-arranged the time-frequency matrices from K~T~ × N~T~ × N~F~ (three dimensions: trial numbers of all subjects × time points × frequency points) to K~T~ × N~TF~ (two dimensions: trial numbers × time-frequency points).(2)*PCA decomposition of the covariance matrix*. The matrix generated in step 1 was decomposed into a set of principal components (PCs) by PCA.(3)*Varimax rotation*. These PCs were further rotated using the Varimax algorithm, which maximizes the sum of the variances of the squared loadings so that the matrix can be optimally described by a linear combination of few basis functions ([@bb0230; @bb0240; @bb0395]).(4)*Rearrangement of PC vectors to TFDs*. The three PCs that explained the maximum variance in the matrix were selected, and re-arranged into three-dimensional matrices (i.e., with the same number of dimensions of the original single-trial TFDs). Note that the number of PCs was chosen empirically based on our previous studies ([@bb0175; @bb0275; @bb0300]), where three main PCs represented the stimulus-elicited ERP, ERD and ERS. The obtained PCs were then re-arranged from K~P~ × N~TF~ (two dimensions: PC numbers × time-frequency points) to K~P~ × (N~T~ × N~F~) (three dimensions: PC numbers × time points × frequency points).(5)*TFD thresholding*. To isolate significant signal changes from background noise, the time-frequency maps of each PC were thresholded using a cut-off at two standard deviations from the mean of all time-frequency points ([@bb0275]). The effect of TFD thresholding using different cut-off levels on the performance of single-trial estimation is shown in the Supplementary Materials. Therefore, only the time-frequency points with amplitudes above (ERP and ERS) or below (ERD) two standard deviations from the mean were retained. The value of all other time-frequency points was set to zero ([@bb0275]).

The scalp topography of each thresholded TFD was computed by spline interpolation of the mean power of the 20% time-frequency points displaying the highest power increase (ERP and ERS) or decrease (ERD), across all channels ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This "top 20%" summary value reflects, in each subject/trial, the highest response magnitudes in the thresholded TFD for each TF-feature, and reduces the noise that would be presented by including in the mean all points of the spectrogram, some of which would display little or no response. This approach avoids only selecting outlier values, and it has been successfully applied in previous studies ([@bb0175; @bb0205; @bb0275; @bb0285; @bb0305]).

EEG data analysis: single-trial analysis {#s0045}
----------------------------------------

We describe two methods to estimate automatically the single-trial latency, frequency and magnitude of each time-frequency feature (ERP, ERD, and ERS): multiple linear regression in the time-frequency domain without a dispersion term (TF-MLR) and with a dispersion term (TF-MLR~d~). These methods are summarized in [Figs. 3 and 4](#f0015 f0020){ref-type="fig"} respectively. Both methods have been developed into user-friendly software running under the MATLAB environment, which can be freely downloaded from [www.iannettilab.net](http://www.iannettilab.net){#ir5050}.

### Time-frequency multiple linear regression (TF-MLR) {#s0050}

The MLR method to estimate the single-trial latency and amplitude of ERPs in the time domain was first described in [@bb0280], and successfully applied to the single-trial detection of the N1 wave of laser-evoked potentials (LEPs) ([@bb0140]), and of auditory-evoked potentials (AEPs) collected during simultaneous EEG-fMRI recording ([@bb0275]).

When extended in the time-frequency domain, such time-frequency MLR (TF-MLR) approach takes into account not only the latency jitter of the examined TF-feature, but also its variability in frequency. Thus, the variability in single trials can be modelled as follows.$$\begin{matrix}
{F\left( {t,f} \right) = k_{1}F_{1}\left\lbrack {\left( {t + a_{1}} \right),\left( {f + b_{1}} \right)} \right\rbrack + k_{2}F_{2}\left\lbrack {\left( {t + a_{2}} \right),\left( {f + b_{2}} \right)} \right\rbrack} \\
{+ k_{3}F_{3}\left\lbrack {\left( {t + a_{3}} \right),\left( {f + b_{3}} \right)} \right\rbrack + \varepsilon} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Where *F*(*t*,*f*) is the TFD of a single-trial LEP waveform which represents as a joint function of time *t* and frequency *f*, and *F*~1~(*t*,*f*), *F*~2~(*t*,*f*), and *F*~3~(*t*,*f*) are the across-trial averages of ERP, ERD, and ERS, respectively. *F*(*t*,*f*) can be modelled as the weighted sum of the ERP, ERD, and ERS, plus background noise ε. As unknown parameters in the single-trial analysis, *k*~1~, *k*~2~ and *k*~3~ are the weighted constants; *a*~1~, *a*~2~ and *a*~3~ are the values representing the variability in latency; and *b*~1~, *b*~2~ and *b*~3~ are the values representing the variability in frequency of ERP, ERD and ERS respectively.

Using the Taylor expansion, the MLR model can be simplified as:$$\begin{matrix}
{F\left( {t,f} \right) \approx k_{1}F_{1}\left( {t,f} \right) + k_{1}a_{1}\frac{\partial F_{1}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial t} + k_{1}b_{1}\frac{\partial F_{1}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial f}} \\
{+ k_{2}F_{2}\left( {t,f} \right) + k_{2}a_{2}\frac{\partial F_{2}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial t} + k_{2}b_{2}\frac{\partial F_{2}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial f}} \\
{+ k_{3}F_{3}\left( {t,f} \right) + k_{3}a_{3}\frac{\partial F_{3}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial t} + k_{3}b_{3}\frac{\partial F_{3}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial f}} \\
\end{matrix}$$where $\frac{\partial F_{1}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial t}$, $\frac{\partial F_{2}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial t}$, and $\frac{\partial F_{3}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial t}$ are the temporal derivatives of ERP, ERD, and ERS; and $\frac{\partial F_{1}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial f}$, $\frac{\partial F_{2}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial f}$, and $\frac{\partial F_{3}\left( {t,f} \right)}{\partial f}$ are the frequency derivatives of ERP, ERD, and ERS respectively. Thus, a single-trial TFD can be approximated as the sum of a set of weighted basis (average, its temporal derivative and its frequency derivative) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

Based on the fitted single-trial TFD ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, top panel), we calculated, for each TF-feature, the correlation coefficient (*CC*~1~, *CC*~2~ and *CC*~3~ for ERP, ERD and ERS, respectively) between the fitted single-trial TFD and the thresholded TFD obtained from PCA decomposition with Varimax rotation. Single-trial ERP and ERS magnitudes were finally obtained by calculating the mean of the 20% of points (relative to all the non-zero points in the thresholded TFD for each TF-feature \[[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, right panel\], the same hereinafter) displaying the highest increase (if *CC*~1~ \> 0 or *CC*~3~ \> 0, i.e., a positive fit) or the highest decrease (if *CC*~1~ \< 0 or *CC*~3~ \< 0, i.e., a negative fit), respectively. In contrast, single-trial ERD magnitude was obtained by calculating the mean of the 20% of points displaying the highest decrease (if *CC*~2~ \> 0, i.e., a positive fit), or the highest increase (if *CC*~2~ \< 0, i.e., a negative fit). Finally, single-trial latencies and frequencies corresponding to the measured ERP/ERD/ERS were obtained by calculating the mean latency and frequency of the selected "top 20%" of points in the time-frequency plane.

### TF-MLR with dispersion term (TF-MLR~d~) {#s0055}

Similarly to what observed in ERP waveforms ([@bb0305; @bb0410]), the time-frequency response averaged across trials is more dispersed in both time and frequency domains compared to each of single-trial TFDs, because of the latency and frequency variations from trial to trial.

To obtain an accurate estimate of single trial time-frequency responses, not only their variability in latency and frequency, but also their variability in morphology (both in time and frequency domain) should be taken into account. This has a physiological rationale. For example, in some clinical conditions (e.g., optic neuritis during multiple sclerosis), visual-evoked potentials are "desynchronized", i.e., their amplitudes are reduced because of increased latency jitter, as well as increased width of single-trial responses ([@bb0340; @bb0345]). Latency jitter, as well as trial-by-trial variability in response morphology (i.e., wave width or frequency variability) could thus be important parameters for clinical studies. Therefore, in addition to the basis set of TF-MLR, two more regressors, representing the scaling of the single-trial response in time or frequency domain are considered, which leads to the following TF-MLR~d~ model ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}):$$\begin{matrix}
{F\left( {t,f} \right) = k_{1}F_{1}\left\lbrack {\left( {s_{1}t + a_{1}} \right),\left( {c_{1}f + b_{1}} \right)} \right\rbrack + k_{2}F_{2}\left\lbrack {\left( {s_{2}t + a_{2}} \right),\left( {c_{1}f + b_{2}} \right)} \right\rbrack} \\
{\mspace{9mu} + k_{3}F_{3}\left\lbrack {\left( {s_{3}t + a_{3}} \right),\left( {c_{1}f + b_{3}} \right)} \right\rbrack + \varepsilon\ } \\
\end{matrix}$$where *s*~1~, *s*~2~ and *s*~3~ are the coefficients that determine the compression ratios of the time width of ERP, ERD and ERS of each single-trial TFD compared to those of the average TFD, respectively, while *c~1~*, *c*~2~ and *c*~3~ are the coefficients that determine the compression ratios of the frequency width of ERP, ERD and ERS of each single-trial TFD compared to those of the average TFD, respectively.

To estimate the unknown parameters *k*, *s*, *c*, *a*, and *b* of each single-trial TFD, we generate a basis set to fit the ERP, ERD and ERS by employing PCA, i.e., a non-parametric data-driven approach ([@bb0215]). We generated five PCs representing, for each feature of the TFD (1) the average of the response, (2) the variability in latency, (3) the variability in frequency, (4) the variability in morphology in the time domain, and (5) the variability in morphology in the frequency domain. The procedure for generating the TF-MLR~d~ regressors consists in the following five steps ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).(1)*Generating the variability matrices* ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, step 1). For each TF-feature, four groups of plausible TFDs were generated by shifting (\[1\] from − 100 ms to 100 ms in steps of 2 ms in the time domain, \[2\] from − 2 Hz to 2 Hz in steps of 0.1 Hz in the frequency domain, centred at the peak of the TF-feature) and compressing (\[3\] from 1 to 2 in steps of 0.01 in the time domain, \[4\] from 1 to 2 in steps of 0.025 in the frequency domain, centred at the peak of the TF-feature) the thresholded TFD in an enumerative fashion using resampling technique (i.e., increasing the frequency resolution before shifting and compressing the plausible TFDs, as well as decreasing the frequency resolution afterwards). Each of these plausible bidimensional TFDs was re-arranged into a monodimensional vector, and all vectors were stacked to form four bidimensional data matrices that we called variability matrices (latency-shift matrix, frequency-shift matrix, latency-compression matrix, frequency-compression matrix), for each TF-feature. Note that the variability of TF-feature magnitude is captured by the coefficients weighting the basis sets, and thus it is not included in these variability matrices.(2)*PCA separation* ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, step 2). Each of the four variability matrices was separately fed into a PCA, to obtain the PCs representing the linear subspace for each variability matrix. As the first few PCs are responsible for most of the data variance ([@bb0125; @bb0215]), it is expected that the first PCs resulting from the variability matrices would represent the average TFD for each TF-feature and the second PCs embody its variability in latency, frequency, morphology in the time domain, and morphology in the frequency domain.(3)*Basis set definition* ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, step 3). Since the second PCs resulting from the variability matrices always captured the variability of latency, the variability of frequency, the variability of morphology in the time domain, and the variability of morphology in the frequency domain, the basis sets (five regressors) for each TF-feature was defined by \[1\] the average of each thresholded time-frequency features (Gaussian smoothed, [@bb0275]); \[2\] the second PC from the latency-shift variability matrix; \[3\] the second PC from the frequency-shift variability matrix; \[4\] the second PC from the latency-compression variability matrix; \[5\] the second PC from the frequency-compression variability matrix.(4)*Single-trial fitting* ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel). The obtained basis sets were regressed against the TFD of each single trial. The coefficient (i.e., β value) of each of the five regressors was estimated by the least square approach, as described in [@bb0280] and [@bb0140]. By multiplying these estimated coefficients by the corresponding regressors, the fitted TFDs of each single trial were reconstructed.(5)*Single-trial latency, frequency, and magnitude estimation*. Based on the fitted single-trial TFD ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel), we calculated the correlation coefficients (*CC*~1~, *CC*~2~, and *CC*~3~ for ERP, ERD, and ERS respectively) between the fitted single-trial TFD and the threshold TFD obtained from PCA decomposition with Varimax rotation for each TF-feature. The calculation of single-trial parameters is the same as the approach described for TF-MLR.

Single-trial performance assessment {#s0060}
-----------------------------------

The performance of the TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ in estimating single-trial parameters was assessed both on simulated and real EEG datasets (performance on simulated data is reported in the Supplementary Materials).(1)*Goodness of fit (TF-MLR vs. TF-MLR~d~)*. Compared with the TF-MLR approach, the TF-MLR~d~ takes the variability of morphology (both latency and frequency) into consideration, and thus generates two additional basis sets for each TF-feature. To determine whether the TF-MLR~d~ approach gives a significantly better fit to the data than the TF-MLR approach regardless of the number of basis sets in each of the two approaches, we performed an *F* test, which takes into account the number of the compared model parameters ([@bb0290]). Let\'s consider two models, 1 and 2, where model 1 is "nested" within model 2. That is, model 1 has *p*~1~ parameters, and model 2 has *p*~2~ parameters, where *p*~2~ \> *p*~1~, and, for any choice of parameters in model 1, the same regression curve can be fitted by some choice of the parameters in model 2. It is obvious that in this example the model with more parameters will always fit the data at least as well as the model with fewer parameters. Therefore, any method to compare a simple model with a more complicated model has to balance the decrease in sum-of-squares with the increase in the number of parameters. This can be achieved using the *F* test (Eq. [(5)](#fo0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which determines whether model 2 gives a significantly better fit to the data than model 1 regardless of the number of parameters ([@bb0290]), as follows:$$F = \frac{\left. \left( {{RSS}_{1} - {RSS}_{2}} \right)/\left( {p_{2} - p_{1}} \right) \right.}{\left. {RSS}_{2}/\left( {n - p_{2}} \right) \right.}$$where RSS~1~ and RSS~2~ are the residual sum-of-squares of model 1 and model 2 respectively, and *n* is the number of data points.*F* will have an *F* distribution with (*p*~2~ − *p*~1~, *n* − *p*~2~) degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis is that model 2 does not provide a significantly better fit than model 1, and this hypothesis should be rejected if the *F* value is greater than the critical value of the *F* distribution for a desired false-rejection probability (p \< 0.05).(2)*Detection bias*. To examine whether the two explored approaches (TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~) introduce a biase into the analysis by, for example, fitting noise, each of them was applied to resting EEG epochs obtained from the same subjects. Such possible detection bias was quantified by comparing the obtained magnitudes of each TF-feature against zero, using a one sample *t* test.(3)*Comparison of single-trial magnitudes (TF-MLR vs. TF-MLR~d~)*. Single-trial magnitudes of each TF-feature obtained using the TF-MLR approach were averaged across trials and compared to the corresponding values obtained using the TF-MLR~d~ approach. Their differences were then assessed using a paired sample *t* test.(4)*Correlation between different single-trial estimates, as well as correlation between single-trial estimates and corresponding single-trial subjective pain intensity*. Single-trial parameters (latency, frequency, and magnitude) obtained using the TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ approaches were further compared with each other, as well as with the single-trial ratings of the subjective pain intensity. For both approaches, all possible correlations (between each estimated single-trial parameter and the corresponding subjective pain intensity, and between each pair of the estimated single-trial parameters) were performed for each subject ([@bb0195]). The obtained correlation coefficients were transformed to Z values using Fisher R-to-Z transformation. The resulting Z values were finally compared against zero using a one sample *t* test.

Results {#s0015}
=======

EEG data analysis: TF-feature separation {#s0065}
----------------------------------------

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the first three PCs obtained from PCA decomposition with Varimax rotation. These three PCs explained the largest amount of variance (23.1%, 9.2% and 5.9%, respectively), while the explained variance for any of the remaining PCs was less than 5%.

After thresholding using the two-SD cut-off, the amount of background EEG noise on the time-frequency plane was remarkably reduced while the regions corresponding to ERP/ERD/ERS were clearly preserved ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The ERP region (feature 1) was located at 50--550 ms post-stimulus (in time) and 3--10 Hz (in frequency); the ERD region (feature 2) was located at 50--1000 ms and 9--12 Hz; and the ERS region (feature 3) was located at 217--447 ms and 10--19 Hz. The group-level PLVs indicated that only the ERP response was phase-locked to stimulus onset, while the other TFD responses (ERD and ERS) were not ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). Similar time-frequency distributions of the EEG responses elicited by transient laser pulses ([@bb0175; @bb0300; @bb0305; @bb0335; @bb0360]) and by transient auditory stimuli ([@bb0270; @bb0275]) have been reported previously.

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the scalp topographies of the ERP, ERD, and ERS responses elicited by laser stimulation of the right hand dorsum. While the scalp topography of ERP response was centrally distributed and maximal at the vertex, the scalp topography of ERS was slightly more frontal. The scalp topography of the ERD response had a maximum contralateral to the stimulated side, and for this reason single-trial ERD parameters were measured from electrode C3. The similarity between the scalp topography of ERP in the time-frequency domain and the scalp topography of N2--P2 complex in the time domain ([@bb0310]), together with the observation of their similar modulation by different experimental factors ([@bb0175; @bb0405; @bb0440; @bb0445]), suggests that the neural activity reflected in the N2--P2 complex in the time domain corresponds to the ERP region in the time-frequency domain.

Single-trial performance assessment {#s0070}
-----------------------------------

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the three regressors for the ERP response (i.e., the thresholded feature 1) generated using the MLR approach. These regressors represent the average amplitude (Gaussian smoothed) of the response, its temporal derivative and its frequency derivative. The regressors for the ERS and ERD responses were generated in the same way.

[Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the procedure used to generate the regressors for the ERP response (thresholded feature 1), in the TF-MLR~d~ approach. The first two PCs, obtained from the latency-shift, frequency-shift, latency-compression, and frequency-compression variability matrices, explained 96%, 95%, 99%, and 96% of the total variance, respectively. The same procedure was used to generate regressors for the ERS and ERD responses.

When comparing the regressors obtained using the TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ approaches ([Figs. 3 and 4](#f0015 f0020){ref-type="fig"}), we observed that the temporal derivative in TF-MLR is very similar to the second PC of the latency-shift variability matrix in TF-MLR~d~, and that the frequency derivative in TF-MLR is very similar to the second PC of the frequency-shift variability matrix in TF-MLR~d~. In addition, the second PC obtained from the latency-compression variability matrix and the second PC obtained from the frequency-compression variability matrix were included in the TF-MLR~d~ approach. Thus, the TF-MLR~d~ analysis can better explain the variability of single-trial TFD than the TF-MLR analysis, especially for the variability of response morphology ([@bb0130]), both in the time domain and in the frequency domain.(1)*Goodness of fit assessment (TF-MLR vs. TF-MLR~d~)*. The top and bottom panels of [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} show the fitted responses of a same single-trial using TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~, respectively. In the fitted response the information-of-interest, reflected in the ERP, ERS and ERD, was correctly preserved, while the information-of-no-interest, represented by the stimulus-unrelated background EEG was removed. This procedure increased the SNR of the brain responses (both phase-locked and non-phase-locked) in the time-frequency plane. Importantly, the *F* test performed between the goodness of fit obtained with the TF-MLR and the TF-MLR~d~ approaches indicated that the better performance of TF-MLR~d~ was not simply due to the larger number of regressors (*F* = 126, p \< 0.001; [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, right panel), but to the actual fitting of physiologically-relevant sources of variability (e.g., variability of morphology in the time and frequency domains).(2)*Detection bias*. To test whether the methods (TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~) used to estimate single-trial magnitude of ERP, ERS and ERD introduced any detection bias, they were applied to an equal number of resting EEG epochs obtained from all subjects. When estimated using TF-MLR approach, the mean (± SEM) of single-trial estimate of response magnitude in resting EEG epochs were 0.15 ± 0.12 μV, − 0.09 ± 0.21 μV, and − 0.06 ± 0.14 μV for ERP, ERD, and ERS. These magnitude values were not significantly different from zero (ERP: p = 0.24; ERD: p = 0.69; ERS: p = 0.68, one sample *t* test). When estimated using the TF-MLR~d~ approach, the mean (± SEM) single-trial estimate of response magnitude in resting EEG epochs were 0.19 ± 0.14 μV, − 0.04 ± 0.20 μV, and 0.001 ± 0.14 μV for ERP, ERD, and ERS. These magnitude values were not significantly different from zero (ERP: p = 0.22; ERD: p = 0.83; ERS: p = 0.99, one sample *t* test). These results clearly show that both TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ approaches provide an unbiased estimate of single-trial magnitude of ERP, ERS and ERD. A comparison of the single-trial magnitude values obtained from LEP trials vs. the resting EEG trials using the two approaches is shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}.(3)*Comparison of single-trial magnitudes (TF-MLR vs. TF-MLR~d~)*. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison of the average of single-trial ERP, ERD and ERS magnitudes estimated using TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~. The single-trial ERP and ERS magnitudes estimated using TF-MLR were significantly smaller than those estimated by TF-MLR~d~ (ERP: 4.70 ± 0.79 μV vs. 4.93 ± 0.80 μV; p \< 0.007; ERS: 1.39 ± 0.35 μV vs. 1.52 ± 0.35 μV; p \< 0.008, paired sample *t* test). In contrast, there was no significant difference between the single-trial ERD magnitudes estimated using TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ (ERD: − 0.91 ± 0.29 μV vs. − 0.94 ± 0.32 μV; p \> 0.05, paired sample *t* test).(4)*Correlation between different single-trial estimates, as well as correlation between single-trial estimates and corresponding single-trial subjective pain intensity.* [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} shows all possible correlations between single-trial parameters estimated using TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~. Overall, correlations were markedly similar in the data estimated using TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~. We observed significant negative correlations between single-trial ERP latencies and the corresponding ERP frequencies (mean R = − 0.31 ± 0.07, p \< 0.0001, obtained from TF-MLR~d~, hereinafter), and between the single-trial ERD latencies and the corresponding ERD frequencies (mean R = − 0.36 ± 0.09, p \< 0.0001). In addition, we observed significant positive correlations between the single-trial ERP and ERS magnitudes and the corresponding subjective pain intensity (ERP: mean R = 0.51 ± 0.15, p \< 0.0001; ERS: mean R = 0.15 ± 0.19, p = 0.03).

Discussion {#s0020}
==========

The present study shows that different features (i.e., ERP, ERD, and ERS) of the time-frequency EEG response elicited by transient sensory stimuli can be (1) isolated and characterized using PCA with Varimax rotation, and (2) reliably estimated at single-trial level using multiple linear regression approaches (TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~). Such approaches allow estimating the trial-to-trial variability of the latency, frequency and magnitude of several time-frequency features. When testing such approaches on a real EEG dataset we observed meaningful correlations between different stimulus parameters and the subjective sensations elicited by a somatosensory stimulus.

PCA-separation of different time-frequency features {#s0075}
---------------------------------------------------

We showed that PCA with Varimax rotation can extract successfully different time-frequency features of the EEG response elicited by a transient stimulus ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Such approach has been previously applied to separate and quantify different ERP peaks in the time domain ([@bb0095; @bb0100; @bb0240]), as well as different features of the time-frequency EEG responses ([@bb0025; @bb0030; @bb0275]). It should be noted that PCA converts a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of principal components, which are orthogonal (i.e., linearly uncorrelated; [@bb0215]). This orthogonality is still present after the Varimax rotation, which is normally applied to the PCA solution to simplify the structure of the components by maximizing the sum of the variances of the squared loadings ([@bb0230]). [@bb0090] argued that the orthogonality requirement of PCA with Varimax rotation (i.e., the requirement that the components should be linearly uncorrelated) may constitute a problem when extracting ERP components, given their possible intrinsic correlation. To address this issue, [@bb0090] suggested the use of oblique/non-orthogonal rotations (e.g., Promax rotation), since these non-orthogonal rotations relax the requirement of orthogonality of the Varimax rotation. However, it should be also noted that the requirement of non-orthogonality has been suggested to represent a disadvantage *per se* ([@bb0240]), since non-orthogonal components are dependent on each other, resulting in the increase of the probability of Type I errors in subsequent statistical analyses ([@bb0240]).

It should be also noted that to minimize overinterpretations and misindentifications, researchers have been suggested to examine carefully the time/time-frequency distribution, scalp topography, and sensitivity to experimental manipulations of the PCA-isolated components, based on a priori knowledge of well-characterized event-related features ([@bb0105]). Following this suggestion, we have closely compared the components isolated by PCA with Varimax rotation with previously-documented time-frequency features in LEP studies. Several previous studies ([@bb0175; @bb0300; @bb0335; @bb0360; @bb0415]) consistently reported that laser-evoked EEG responses show three typical time-frequency features: a phase-locked ERP, and a non-phase-locked ERD and ERS ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, these three time-frequency features are at least partially independent, as demonstrated by their differential sensitivity to experimental manipulations ([@bb0175; @bb0300]). The phase-locked response (ERP: 50--550 ms, 3--10 Hz), mainly located in theta band, corresponds to the time-frequency representation of the N2--P2 complex of LEPs in the time domain ([@bb0300]). Indeed, the scalp topography of the ERP response is similar to that of the N2--P2 complex, i.e., maximal at the vertex and symmetrically distributed over both hemispheres ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the time-frequency ERP response in the theta band is likely to reflect neural activities from the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and bilateral operculo-insular areas, which are regarded as the main generators of the N2--P2 complex of the LEPs ([@bb0115; @bb0120]). The non-phase-locked ERD in the alpha band (50--1000 ms, 9--12 Hz) was maximal over the parietal region contralateral to the stimulated hand ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This feature might reflect activation/disinhibition of the primary sensorimotor cortex ([@bb0145; @bb0325; @bb0355]). In addition, the non-phase-locked ERS (217--447 ms, 10--19 Hz), mainly located in the beta band, was symmetrically distributed, with a maximum over the frontal regions ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This feature may partly reflect neural activities in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which is commonly activated in response to nociceptive stimuli in most fMRI studies, but rarely reported in time domain EEG/MEG studies ([@bb0005]). These observations suggest the presence of a neurovascular coupling, resulting in a Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) signal measured by fMRI, not only triggered by the phase-locked responses measured by EEG/MEG in the time domain ([@bb0080; @bb0260]), but also by the non-phase-locked oscillatory responses ([@bb0180]).

It should be noted that different features of the EEG response (e.g., the ERP and ERS) overlap in both time and frequency, and have different time and frequency limits in different subjects. Previously, single-trial magnitudes of such responses have been simply calculated from the mean of the "top 20%" points within a given time-frequency region-of-interests (TF-ROI), empirically defined based on the group average time-frequency distributions (e.g., [@bb0180; @bb0275]). Therefore, this TF-ROI approach has two major limitations: (1) it cannot isolate different but overlapping time-frequency features, and (2) it ignores the between-subject variability of the TF-ROI limits.

PCA with Varimax rotation allows overcoming these two crucial limitations. Indeed, it can separate physiologically distinct EEG activities, even if they overlap in the time domain ([@bb0095; @bb0100; @bb0240]), in the time-frequency domain, or both ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, when jointly applied with TF-MLR or TF-MLR~d~, it allows effectively modeling not only the within-subject, but also the between-subject variability of TF-ROI limits, using a set of regressors (e.g., the temporal derivative and the frequency derivative; [Figs. 3--4](#f0015 f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

We selected three PCs, which explained the maximum variance in single-trial TFDs and isolated the stimulus-evoked ERP, ERD and ERS. The number of selected PCs was determined empirically based on previous studies ([@bb0175; @bb0275; @bb0300]). When extending the same approach to other applications (e.g., stimulus-evoked EEG/MEG responses of other sensory modalities), it will be necessary to ensure that (1) the time-frequency features isolated by PCA are well studied, and (2) these features are clearly presented in the average TFDs. Also, the separation of time-frequency features using PCA with Varimax rotation could be, in principle, applied to single-trial TFDs measured at all recorded channels (thus yielding to four dimensions: trial number × time point × frequency point × channel). Although this approach will require significant computational resources,[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} novel or more precise time--frequency features may be identified. Importantly, this technique may not be able to isolate some high-frequency features of the response (e.g., gamma band oscillations) due to their lower signal-to-noise ratio, as compared with the low frequency features (e.g., ERP, ERD, and ERS in the present study). To achieve this aim, the possibility of processing band-pass filtered TFDs (e.g., from 50 Hz to 100 Hz, when exploring gamma band oscillations) should be considered.

Robust and unbiased single-trial estimate of time-frequency features {#s0080}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In the time domain, both MLR and MLR~d~ permit to estimate latency and amplitude of single-trial ERPs, in an automatic and unbiased fashion ([@bb0130; @bb0140; @bb0280]). Here we described an important extension of these approaches, to allow estimating single-trial EEG responses in the time-frequency domain (TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~; [Figs. 3 & 4](#f0015 f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

When comparing the goodness of fit obtained with the TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ approaches, the latter provides a significantly better fit to the single-trial time-frequency responses (*F* = 126, p \< 0.0001) ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). This observation indicates that the TF-MLR~d~ model fits the single-trial TFDs better than the TF-MLR model regardless of the number of basis sets employed in each of the two approaches. In addition, the magnitudes of single-trial ERP and ERS responses estimated by TF-MLR~d~ were significantly greater than those estimated by TF-MLR (ERP magnitude: 6.4 ± 7.3% increase, p \< 0.007; ERS magnitude: 5.8 ± 19.4% increase, p \< 0.008; two tailed *t* test) ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, both TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ approaches provide an unbiased estimate of single-trial magnitude of ERP, ERS and ERD (p \> 0.05 for all comparisons, one sample *t* test) ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, when the stimulus does not elicit a physiological response (a condition we modelled using the resting EEG dataset), the average of the single-trial estimates of magnitude tends towards zero, under the unique assumption that a sufficiently high number of trials are estimated. In contrast, when estimated using the TF-ROI approach (estimate single-trial magnitudes from the mean of "top 20%" points within the pre-defined TF-ROIs, [@bb0275]), the mean (± SEM) of single-trial estimate of response magnitude in resting EEG epochs was always significantly different from zero (ERP: 2.74 ± 0.26 μV; ERD: − 2.81 ± 0.34 μV; ERS: 2.73 ± 0.30 μV; p \< 0.001 for all comparisons, one sample *t* test).

Altogether, these findings indicate that the TF-MLR approach, which uses fewer regressors than the TF-MLR~d~ approach, is more *specific* when detecting stimulus-related responses ([@bb0110]), but is unable to capture the variability of the response morphology, both in the time domain and in the frequency domain. Therefore, the TF-MLR provides a simple and robust approach to estimate single-trial parameters, and is particularly appropriate for EEG responses with relatively low SNR (for example the early N1 wave of LEPs; [@bb0140]). In contrast, the higher number of regressors in the TF-MLR~d~ approach makes it more *sensitive* in detecting response variability ([@bb0130]), with the possible drawback of fitting some noise ([@bb0110]). The TF-MLR~d~ approach is thus better suited to estimate accurately single-trial responses with relatively high SNR (e.g., intracranial recordings, interictal spikes in epilepsy patients). Therefore, TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ perform differently when applied to estimate single-trial time-frequency features with different SNR. This notion is also supported by the simulation study, in which we quantified the performance of the two approaches at controlled SNR levels (see Supplementary Materials). Lastly, given that it can be applied to any kind of trial-to-trial variability, the TF-MLR~d~ approach lends itself to a wide range of applications in system neuroscience, although the definition of the parameters to generate the variability matrices in TF-MLR~d~ ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, step 1) could be improved using some prior knowledge of the possible range of the latency and frequency variability. In addition, the SNR can be significantly improved using spatial filtering (e.g., ICA and common spatial pattern analysis; [@bb0160]). Finally, multi-way analysis (e.g., tensor decomposition) of EEG data spanning the spatial-temporal-spectral domain could be considered to further enhance the SNR ([@bb0065]). After such filtering, TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ could be also used on independent components (ICs), or applied on spatially-filtered signals, thus obtaining single-trial estimates of brain responses with enhanced SNR.

Understanding the relationship between the magnitude of stimulus-evoked cortical responses and perceptual experiences is the objective of perceptual neuroscience ([@bb0295]). Here we related the brain responses elicited by nociceptive specific laser stimuli (LEPs) with the corresponding painful percepts. Laser stimuli activate selectively free nerve endings of skin nociceptors ([@bb0200]) and LEPs are widely used to assess the function of nociceptive pathways in health and disease ([@bb0435]). In the time-frequency domain, we observed a strong correlation between the phase-locked ERP magnitude and subjective pain intensity (mean R = 0.51 ± 0.15, p \< 0.0001; [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). This is in line with several previous studies ([@bb0050; @bb0055; @bb0175; @bb0235]), showing that the amplitude of the N2--P2 complex is often highly correlated with the subjective pain intensity. We also observed a positive correlation between non-phase-locked ERS magnitude and subjective pain intensity (mean R = 0.15 ± 0.19, p = 0.03).

In addition to exploring the trial-by-trial correlation between magnitude of the time-frequency EEG responses and perception, the described approaches provide a reliable estimation of other parameters defining an EEG response in the time-frequency domain. Besides response magnitude, these approaches allow estimating trial-by-trial variability in latency and frequency, as well as response dispersion in both time and frequency domains ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). The availability of reliable estimates of all these parameters allows a more complete use of the information contained in stimulus-elicited EEG response, thus having the potential of providing novel physiological information in both basic and clinical studies.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0085}
==============================

Supplementary Materials.
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In the present study, approximately 6 GB of memory were needed to perform PCA separation with Varimax rotation on single-trial TFDs measured from a single channel.

![Time-frequency feature isolation using PCA decomposition with Varimax rotation.\
Left: Group-level TFDs of laser-elicited responses at electrode Cz. x-axis: latency (s); y-axis: frequency (Hz). Both TFDs (top: Magnitude; bottom: PLV) were averaged across all single-trial TFDs of all subjects, after subtracting the baseline. As compared to the baseline, significant differences in PLVs are outlined in white (bootstrapping test with FDR correction), which indicate that only the ERP response was phase-locked to stimulus onset, while the other TFD responses were not. Middle: The eigenvalue plot shows the variance explained by the first 30 extracted PCs. The first three PCs explained the largest amount of variance in the data (23.1%, 9.2% and 5.9%, corresponding to ERP, ERD and ERS responses), while the explained variance for any of the remaining PCs was less than 5%. Right: The first three PCs correspond to the ERP, ERD and ERS in the time-frequency plane, respectively. The thresholded TFDs were obtained by applying a two-SD cut-off. The amount of background EEG noise was remarkably reduced, while the regions corresponding to ERP/ERS/ERD responses were clearly preserved. The ERP region was located at 50--550 ms post-stimulus (in time) and 3--10 Hz (in frequency); the ERD region at 50--1000 ms and 9--12 Hz; the ERS region at 217--447 ms and 10--19 Hz in frequency.](gr1){#f0005}

![Time-frequency distributions of ERP/ERD/ERS and their scalp topographies.\
Group-level TFDs and scalp topographies of ERP, ERD, and ERS responses elicited by laser stimulation of the right hand dorsum. The scalp topography of the ERP response is centrally distributed and maximal at the vertex, similarly to that of the N2--P2 complex in the time domain (top panel). The scalp topography of the ERD response has a maximum contralateral to the stimulated side (middle panel). The scalp topography of the ERS response is symmetrically distributed, with a maximum on the frontal electrodes (bottom panel). These different topographies suggest that the three TFD responses have different underlying neural sources.](gr2){#f0010}

![Generation of regressors in the TF-MLR approach.\
Left panel: Time-frequency representation of one of the thresholded features ('ERP', in this example) of the EEG response, obtained by PCA decomposition with Varimax rotation ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Right Panel: The three regressors obtained by the TF-MLR approach represent the average (Gaussian smoothing; the spread parameters of the Gaussian kernel are: σ~x~ = 30 ms, σ~y~ = 3 Hz), the temporal derivative and the frequency derivative of the ERP response, respectively. The temporal and frequency derivatives will be used to capture the variability in latency and frequency of single-trial TFDs.](gr3){#f0015}

![Generation of regressors in the TF-MLR~d~ approach.\
First column: Time-frequency representation of one of the thresholded features ('ERP', in this example) of the EEG response, obtained by PCA decomposition with Varimax rotation (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Second column: TFDs representing plausible variability in latency, frequency, morphology in the time domain, and morphology in the frequency domain were generated by shifting and compressing the thresholded response in an enumerative fashion. Third column: For each source of variability, the plausible responses were re-arranged into vectors, which were subsequently stacked into a data matrix (variability matrix). Fourth column: The eigenvalue plots show the explained variance for each of the first 20 generated PCs, for each variability matrix. Note that the first two PCs explain the largest part of the total variance of each source of variability. Fifth column: Five regressors capturing the average magnitude of the considered TF-feature, and its variability in latency (the second PC in latency-shift variability matrix), in frequency (the second PC in frequency-shift variability matrix), in morphology in the time domain (the second PC in latency-compression variability matrix), and in morphology in the frequency domain (the second PC in frequency-compression variability matrix).](gr4){#f0020}

![Example of a single-trial TFD modelled using both TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~.\
Left panel: A single-trial TFD of a laser-elicited EEG response recorded at electrode Cz. Middle panel: Time-frequency response features (ERP, ERD and ERS) fitted using TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~. Note that the information-of-interest (i.e., the ERP, ERD and ERS responses) is preserved, while the information-of-no-interest (e.g., background EEG noise) is largely removed, thus increasing the response SNR. Right panel: The sum of the fitted ERP, ERD and ERS responses constituted the modelled single-trial TFD. TF-MLR~d~ provides a significantly better fit of single trials than TF-MLR (*F* = 126, p \< 0.001).](gr5){#f0025}

![Comparison of single-trial magnitudes estimated using TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ of LEP trials and resting EEG trials.\
Single-trial magnitudes of ERP (left), ERD (middle), and ERS (right) estimated using TF-MLR (blue) and TF-MLR~d~ (red) from LEP trials (palisaded) and resting EEG trials (filled). For both TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~, the magnitudes of ERP, ERD and ERS estimated from resting EEG trials are not significantly different from zero (p \> 0.05 for all comparisons; one sample *t* test). Whereas the single-trial magnitudes of ERD estimated from LEP trials using TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~ are not significantly different, the single-trial magnitudes of ERP and ERS estimated from LEP trials using TF-MLR were significantly smaller than those estimated using TF-MLR~d~ (p \< 0.01 for both comparisons, paired sample *t* test).](gr6){#f0030}

![Correlation between different single-trial estimates, as well as correlation between single-trial estimates and the corresponding single-trial subjective pain intensity.\
Top panel: All possible correlations between different single-trial estimates, measured using TF-MLR (left) and TF-MLR~d~ (right), as well as between these single-trial estimates and the corresponding subjective pain intensity. Red and blue dots represent positive and negative correlations. When a correlation was significant, the corresponding box was marked in yellow. Note that the correlations were markedly similar between TF-MLR and TF-MLR~d~.\
Bottom panel: Representative correlations between different single-trial estimates, measured using TF-MLR~d~. The single-trial ERP latencies showed a significant negative correlation with the corresponding ERP frequencies (mean R = − 0.31 ± 0.07, p \< 0.0001; left). The single-trial ERD latencies showed a significant negative correlation with the corresponding ERD frequencies (mean R = − 0.36 ± 0.09, p \< 0.0001; middle). The single-trial ERP magnitudes showed a significant positive correlation with the corresponding pain perception intensity (mean R = 0.51 ± 0.15, p \< 0.0001; right).](gr7){#f0035}
